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Pseudo-Rapidity distribution of created pions from proton-proton (p-p) interaction

has been studied in the framework of artificial neural network (ANN) and the parton two

fireball model (PTFM). The predicted distributions from the ANN based model and the

parton two fireball model is compared with the corresponding experimental results. The

ANN model has proved better matching for experimental data specially at high energies

where the conventional two fireball model representation deteriorates.

1- Introduction

The concept of impact parameter has been utilized in various models [1-4], in p-p

collisions, for example, in the parton models where the protons are assumed to be composite

objects Thus, in high energy p-p interaction, each proton can be considered as a quantum-

mechanical super-position of independent states. The impact parameter representation can

thus be used directly in the frame of the parton model [5-7].

The theoretical treatment is based on the following basic assumptions:-

I) Hadrons are composed of quarks and gluons, which as a collection can be

considered as point - like particles, called partons [8]. This means that, nucleons

consist of a number of partons of equal masses.

II) The partons behave as free point like particles in high energy collisions. Thus one

can use the impulse approximation and deal with the cross - sections for

individual partons.

III) During a collision, the majority of parton's momentum is carried by the

longitudinal component.

IV) The partons are assumed to be homogeneously distributed in the nucleon volume,

which has a spherical shape at rest.

V) The nucleons are semi - transparent objects and the two interacting nucleons

penetrate each other in the incident direction, as assumed in the Statistical

Thermodynamic Model (STM) [9-12].

VI) In p-p collisions, only those partons in the overlapping volume from the two

protons have a probability to interact which are assumed to be stopped in their
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center of mass (CMS). Their CMS kinetic energy will be consumed in the

excitation of the produced two-fireballs.

VII) Each fireball will decay into a number of newly created particles( mainly pions)

with an isotropic angular distribution in its own rest frame.

The paper presents a theoretical treatment of the PTFM model which investigates more

detailed features of multiparticle production. These features are essentially dynamic in

nature (rapidity distribution) and relate to the longitudinal and transverse behavior of the

particles produced. The work considers the majority of particles created in the interaction to

be pions and will not be concerned with the leading proton effects.

Parallel to the theoretical approach based on different views, development in the artificial

intelligence (AI) field has given the neural networks a strong presence in high energy

physics [13, 14]. Neural networks are composed of simple interconnected computational

elements operating in parallel. These ANNs are trained, so that a particular input leads to a

specific target output. Trained Neural networks are able to perform complex functions in

various fields of application including pattern recognition, modeling, identification,

classification, speech, vision and control systems [15].

Making use of the capability of the neural networks, the present work uses ANN to model

the p-p interaction features at high energies. The paper proposes an artificial neural network

based model (ANN) to calculate the pseudo-rapidity distribution of pions.

Following sections provide a brief introduction to ANNs, describe the selected ANN

structure, training data and discuss the results. Results of the used PTFM based approach

and the ANN approach are compared in the following sections.

2. Overlapping Function:

It is known that the overlapping function is defined over the interval {0,1} [ 16]. Such

function may be represented as a Trigonometric Fourier Series [14] as follows:

p{z) = ao+Yak cos(2/rkz) + £ b k sin(27rkz) 0 )

Where:

z is the fraction of partons participating in the interaction.

And;
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a0 = \p(z)dz ; ak = 2\p(z)cosQ.fikz)dz ;
0 0 (2)

i

bt =2\p{z)%m{2nkz)dz
0

K is the order of the Fourier Series representation. Intuitively, as K increases, the

representation becomes more accurate. In the limiting case when k tends to infinity, the

representation is exact. Trapezoidal numerical integration has been used to evaluate the

Fourier series coefficients in (2). The representation may be put in the more compact form

[17]:

3)

Several advantages are immediately apparent employing this representation. The

accuracy is tunable through the order, k. The resulting trigonometric functions are analytic

and may be easily differentiated and integrated.

3 - Rapidity Distribution of Pions in The Main Center of Mass System (CMS):

In the CMS, the rapidity of fireball with a total energy Eo and momentum Pf (with a

component p. along the incident direction) can be written as:

\
= im = Sinh

-. P\f

2

Where ^ is the fireball transverse mass, which is given by

In high energy we can assume the produced fireballs move in the incident direction, then

pt can be neglected and p = p,f. Therefore , the CMS rapidity of a fireball can be written

in the form:

-\(Pf]
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Where PQ - —\s - Am p , TQ = — are respectively the momentum and K.E of the incident

hadron in the CMS of the colliding hadrons and VS is the CMS energy.

A pion emitted in the fireball rest frame has fixed momentum pn and total energy £.

Hence,

p =JLI sinh y . (6)

s - /ucoshy. (7)

Where, /; = {mK
2 +P}-2)2 is the pion rest mass. Hence,

?*> ef+ p,s\n2d)

For an isotropic emission in the fireball rest frame, then the probability of emission

within a solid angle dQ. is given by:

1 , dy 1 .
= — and —— = — sin v

and
dO. An dQ 2

n
Where

Hence

dy dy dQ 1 _ n dO /r,N
= = — Sind — (y)

dy dd dy 2 dy

Now,cosh^ = - | — I ^ - ^ V I ^H^dB

This gives.

dy 2pn cosh2 y

The rapidity distribution at a given impact parameter is in the form:

dn_

dy
• = n

dy
ne

2Pn cosh y
(11)

with, - sinh £*- < y < sinh"1 —
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To determine the rapidity distribution of the created secondaries in the main CMS, let us

consider that the pion has a rapidity y in the fireball rest frame, then the pion rapidity in the

main CMS(y*) will be given by

y'=y + y) (12)

Where y] is the fireball rapidity in CMS given by Eq.(5).

The rapidity distribution of the created pions (n(z)) from a fireball produced from the

interaction at a particular impact - parameter in the main CMS corresponding to the

overlapping function z is given by

\dy* ) z 4pK cosh2[y* -y*f (z)

Where

y*f(:)-b<y* <y}(z) + b (14)

And Sinh'l^=b

Let us assume that the threshold value of the overlapping function for the multiparticle

production is zMm=2yL where Q is the CMS free energy. Hence, the limits of y*f are

given by.

y'(zMin)>y}(z)>0 (15)

Corresponding to zMm <z<\

Using Eq.(14) we can see that the pion rapidity in the CMS from one fireball (right moving)

will fall into the region.

-b<y* <y}(z) + b (16)

Therefore, the rapidity distribution of the created pions from right moving fireballs produced

from the interactions at all the impact - parameters will be given by:

__£l_ en(z)p(z)dz

To determine the upper and lower limits zu and ZL we notice that the absolute minimum for

y is y'ma = -b (i.e. z=l) and the absolute maximum is y'max =y*f(zmm) + b . Now, to define

the fireballs which will give contribution at the rapidity >>*in Eq(14) it is clear that y] will

be > y* + b provided that it will not exceed the maximum value of the fireball rapidity i.e.
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Therefore, for fixed pion rapidity y , the fireballs contributing to the integral must satisfy

the conditions:

max|(/ -b}o\<y}(z)<mmly*+b}y}{zMin)]

or

max[sinh(y'-i)o] <sinhj>}(z)< m\n[Smh(y' +ft)sinh^(zram)]

which can be written as,

a < sinh yj- (z) < /?

Since, y'r{z) and Sinh y*f(z) both decreases with increasing (z) then the lower limit zL

conesponds to (i while the upper limit zu corresponds to a.

Accordingly, one can write,

and

Solving for a and j3 we obtain

po+am

The angular distribution of the charged created secondaries can be studied also in

terms of another variable called to pseudo-rapidity defined as:

7 = -lnftan^l (19)

Where 0 is the angle of emission in the CMS. The pseudo - rapidity is related to the

momentum of the particles as follows :

7

Hence, the equation for pseudo - rapidity (77) is equivalent to that of rapidity (y) with (p)

replacing (E). This means that the two variables are equivalent at very high energies. The

particle densities are related by :
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Where PM = 1 - 2 '
^ ju cosh _yj

Referring to Eq (17), e = 0A7Gev [7] and consequently pff = (f2 -mlj2 .Substituting

ZQ
n = —^-, then from Eq.(17) we can write :

2e

zp(z)dz

drj 8CT; J/7, cosh 2 [ / - ^ (z)J

By integrating Eq.(22) numerically lead to a positive definite particle density in the main

CMS The resultant pseudo - rapidity distributions have been normalized to the charged

pseudo - rapidity distributions.

4. Artificial Neural Networks

An artificial neural network (ANN) is made up of a number of simple and highly

interconnected computational elements. There are many types of ANNs, but all of them have

three things in common: individual neurons (processing elements), connections (topology),

and a learning algorithm. The processing element calculates the neuron transfer function of

the summation of weighted inputs. A simple neuron structure is shown in the Fig. 1. The

neuron transfer function,/ is typically step or sigmoid function that produces a scalar output

(n) as in Eqn(23).

Z (23)

where /„ w,, b are the Ith input, the Ith weight and the bias respectively.

Inputs W e i 8 h t s Transfer
Summation Function

Figure 1. Neuron Model

A network consists of one or more layers of neurons. An example of a multi-layer network

is shown in a Fig. 2. This example consists of one input layer and two hidden layers and one

output layer. Each neuron can have multiple inputs and only one output as shown in Fig. 2.
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Inputs to neurons could be from external stimuli or could be from output of other neurons.

Copies of the single output that comes from a neuron could be input to many other neurons

in the network. There is an inter-connection strength, weight, associated with each

connection. When the weighted sum of the inputs to the neurons exceeds a certain threshold,

specified by a threshold (transfer) function with bias, the neuron is fired and an output signal

is produced. The network can recognize input-output relation (mapping function) once the

weights are tuned via some kind of learning process [18].

Inputs

nd

Output
Layer

Is' Hidden 2"
Layer Hidden

Layer
Figure 2 Example of two hidden layer neural network

5. Modeling The P-P Pseudo Rapidity Distributions Using ANN

The proposed ANN model of the pseudo-rapidity distribution, is a 2-input 1-output

model. The inputs are: the total center of mass energy (y/s ) and pseudo rapidity (r|), while

the output is: the pseudo-rapidity (density) distribution (dns/dr|) at different center of mass

energies (CMS) \s . The proposed ANN model is shown as a block diagram in Fig. 3.

Using this input-output arrangement, different network configurations were tried to

achieve good mean sum square (MSE) and good performance for the network. The 3-layer

configuration shown in Fig. 3. is chosen. These layers are: the two hidden layers of 7 and 5

neurons respectively and the output layer consisting of one neuron. The transfer function of

the first and the second layer were chosen to be a log sigmoid, while the output layer was

chosen to be linear sigmoid [18].
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7 neurons

100

5 neurons

Single

r neuron

Figure 3 A block diagram of the p-p ANN based modeling

6. Training of The P-P-ANN

Training an ANN is to make a particular input leads to a specific target output. The

weights arc adjusted, based on a comparison of the output and the target, until the network

output matches the target..

The proposed ANN in this paper were trained using Levenberg-Marquardt optimization

technique. This optimization technique is more powerful than the conventional gradient

descent techniques [19].

The Levenberg-Marquardt updates the network weights using the following rule:

AW = (JTJ + u i y ' j T e (24)

Where J is the Jacbian matrix of derivatives of each error with respect to each weight, u

is a sealer, changed adaptively by the algorithm and e is an error vector.

The initial training weight were also chosen using the Nguyen-Widrow random generator in

order to speed up the training process [19].

The training data is based on experimental observations at high and ultra high energies

varying from Js = 19.66 Gev. to VI =900 Gev [ 20-23].

The ANN training convergence is adversely affected if the input levels are far apart

from each other. Thus, the pseudo-rapidity distribution input was scaled down by 100 in

order to keep both ANN input levels close to each other. Training was terminated after

average sum square error of 1*10"4 was reached. For work completeness, the final weights

and biases after training are given in Appendix.
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7. Results

Simulation results based on PTFM approach and the ANN approach for modeling

the pseudo-rapidity distributions at VJ- = 19.66 , 23.6 , 53.2 , 62.8 Gev are given in Fig.(4).

Both approaches are compared with observations at these energies [20],[21].

It can be seen from this figure that the PTFM model is in fair agreement with the

experimental distributions at low energies. Also, the shapes of the predicted distributions are

in general accordance with the observed shapes. The trained ANN model shows almost

exact fitting. It is worth mentioning that the ANN training data did not include the

experimental observations at \s = 53.2 Gev. This means that the ANN model, not only

simulated the trained observations but also predicted the distribution density for a non-

trained observation.

Further, investigation to the ANN model at ultra high energies at vs =200 , 546, 900

Gev, [22,23] is shown in Fig. (5). The ANN model is trained using the observations at

v7 =200, 900 while the observation at 4s =546 was left to test the capability of the model

to predict untrained data. The ANN approach proved almost exact fitting for trained and

untrained observations. Both high and ultrahigh energies predicted case are shown in bold

frame in Figures (4) and (5).

8. Conclusion

The paper presented a new technique for modeling the pseudo-rapidity distribution of p-p

collision based on ANN approach.. The ANN technique was compared to the theoretical

PTFM approach. Results shown in the above section proved better performance of the ANN

over the PTFM approach. The ANN technique was able to exactly model and predict the

pseudo-rapidity distribution for both high and ultra high energies. The capability of the

ANN to simulate and predict the experimental observations with almost exact accuracy

recommends the ANN to dominate the modeling techniques in particle physics.
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= 1966 1̂ S=23.6

0

Figure 4 Pseudo-rapidity distribution of secondary in C.O.M. for p-p collision

- ANN simulation o Experimental data Theoretical (PTFM)

=200 .=546 =900

0 2 4 6 0 2 4 6 0 2 4

Figure 5 The ANN simulation of Pseudo-rapidity distribution at ultra-high energies

ANN simulation o Experimental data
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9. Appendix

\\1 = 0 0189 0 7730

-14571 10352

2 3412 -0 4980

-1 3598 1 7193

-0 4709 -0 4290

-0 0459 0 2390

V 3 0746 0 6795

bl =

J

C -1 3455 "̂

-0 5676

-0 4262

-2 9864

1 3561

-0 3818

-1 8372

w2n =T 2 3356 40 6344 3 8312 -2.3506 -8 4554

2 9738 -136 7271-3 4267 -2.7694 15470

-0 4967 -48 7350 -3.4867 0.4974 -0 4904

-11412 769674 0.1230 11196 -0 3743

-3 2268 -125 5559 0.9192 2 5230 -8 2157

-7 2181 25 7625 -14171 7 2655 -19725

-13340 -122 2425 4 2525 0 8269 1 2630 ;

b2 = -4 1189 '

40 1989

-I 7037

3 9306

1 2 5 1 2 -

w 3 = [-9271471 01334 0 3472-647 1690 1 5 7 9 1 ]

b 3 = [-279 0821]
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